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Check your Google 
classroom for this 

week’s home 
learning.  

Dear Parents,  
 
Today is the last day of Autumn 1 and it has been full of some brilliant learning. We 
loved sharing ideas together and it has been wonderful to see how far the children 
have come and all the progress that they continue to make. Thank you so much for 
attending Parents Evening as it was lovely to share our successes with you all.  
 
This week, Templar class investigated and created pulleys by looking at how this 
marvellous, simple machine works. We looked at how much effort it takes to lift a load 
and tested whether our pulleys were effective. This activity helped us realise just how 
necessary some simple machines are and that we are lucky to have them to use.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As part of our RE learning, we reflected on people in the world who might need help or 
who are experiencing injustice. Through discussions, we identified several groups 
within the community and decided to create some Autumn-inspired art work for one of 
the local residential care homes. We cannot wait to send our work and warm thought 
that will hopefully brighten the residents’ day.  
 
This week’s ‘Words of the day’ are:   

animosity, imply, jeopardise, succumb, wince.  
It is exciting to see the children’s writing improving everyday as they 
begin to confidently use ambitious vocabulary. Well done, Templar 
class, for completing your animal fact files and for thinking like 
authors. 
 
Have a marvellous half term and I hope that you manage to get some rest.  

 
Kind regards   
Mrs Babbage 

Star of the 
week! 

 

Star of the 
week:   
Oscar 

 
For expanding his 
writing skills with 

ambitious 
vocabulary, and 
also making sure 

that his work 
makes sense to 

the reader. 
 

 Residential – Important update 

Dear Parents, We are delighted to be able to reduce the cost of the year 4 and 6 residential by 

£15 per child due to funding Mrs Elliot has secured from the local Council. The payment have 

been reduced or refunded where appropriate. The first deposit is due by 5th November. If you 

have any concerns about the payment plan please let Mrs Webber know.  
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